Patterns with desired aesthetic appearances and physical structures are ubiquitous. However, such patterns are challenging to produce − manual authoring requires significant expertise and efforts while automatic computation lacks sufficient flexibility and user control. We propose a method that automatically synthesizes vector patterns with visual appearance and topological structures designated by users via input exemplars and output conditions. The input can be an existing vector graphics design or a new one manually drawn by the user through our interactive interface. Our system decomposes the input pattern into constituent components (tiles) and overall arrangement (tiling). The tile sets are general and flexible enough to represent a variety of patterns, and can produce different outputs with user specified conditions such as size, shape, and topological properties for physical manufacturing.
Patterns with desired aesthetic appearances and physical structures are ubiquitous. However, such patterns are challenging to produce − manual authoring requires significant expertise and efforts while automatic computation lacks sufficient flexibility and user control. We propose a method that automatically synthesizes vector patterns with visual appearance and topological structures designated by users via input exemplars and output conditions. The input can be an existing vector graphics design or a new one manually drawn by the user through our interactive interface. Our system decomposes the input pattern into constituent components (tiles) and overall arrangement (tiling). The tile sets are general and flexible enough to represent a variety of patterns, and can produce different outputs with user specified conditions such as size, shape, and topological properties for physical manufacturing. Decorative patterns have been a core component of man-made objects. The desired patterns should be aesthetically pleasing while structurally sound. Due to high repetitions and demands in aesthetics and structures, such patterns are often too tedious for manual design from scratch. Thus, significant research efforts have been devoted to automate the generation of such patterns.
Generating patterns with desired combination of aesthetic appearances and physical structures remains a challenging problem. Data-driven methods such as [Chen et al. 2017 [Chen et al. , 2016 Martínez et al. 2015; Zhou et al. 2014] can consume significant computation to generate large or complex patterns, and allow user customization only indirectly through input exemplars and output boundary conditions. The interface in [Zehnder et al. 2016] provides interactive user control but mainly for structural instead of artistic reasons.
We propose a pattern generation method that is efficient in computation, flexible for user design, and produces outputs satisfying both aesthetic and structural requirements. For the latter we focus on the topological constraint [Zhou et al. 2014] as it is one of the most important structural properties: objects made of disconnected components will simply fall apart.
Our key idea is to apply tile-based methodology [Lagae et al. 2008 ] to design patterned tiles and fill them into the output domains to satisfy the appearance and structure requirements. As a pre-process, we generate a tile set with desired patterns, and designate tiling rules so that only tiles with compatible boundary conditions can be adjacent to one another [Cohen et al. 2003 ]. At run-time, we assemble these tiles into the target domain observing the tiling rules and topological constraints. Unlike prior methods Martínez et al. 2015; Zhou et al. 2014 ] that compute the outputs from scratch which often incurs heavy computation, pre-computed tiles can be quickly combined to form large outputs [Panetta et al. 2015; Schumacher et al. 2015] . Meanwhile, users can fully control the output appearances via the tile sets.
On the synthesis side, a direct tiling method might take a long time to meet the topological constraints, especially when the required number of tiles is large or the pattern has complex topology. Specifically, convergence is more achievable for 1D tiling [Zhou et al. 2014 ], but excessive backtracking can happen for 2D or higher dimensions. To resolve this issue, we have designed a solver based on a hierarchical ordering of the tiling process. Our key observation is that, under topological constraints, it is faster to converge locally with fewer tiles. Thus, we generate the result following a hierarchical ordering producing local results of gradually increasing sizes. Each larger region in a higher hierarchy is composed from smaller sub-regions in lower hierarchies, until reaching a minimal sub-region size (typically 4 × 4 tiles).
On the analysis side, we provide an automatic method to construct 1D tile sets from exemplar patterns and a user interface for manual authoring of 1D and 2D tile sets. Even though prior methods exist for automatic tile construction [Lagae et al. 2008] , the focus has been on point distributions and image textures. Producing tile sets with vector patterns remains an open problem. Furthermore, even though user interfaces abound for pattern design (e.g. Adobe Illustrator), they target direct outputs instead of source tiles. Our user interface aims to bridge this gap. A key difference between traditional and our user interface is that strokes drawn near tile boundaries have to be compatible across all tiles with matching boundaries. To help users draw, our UI provides features such as hints and automatic corrections. Users can combine automatic corrections and manual edits for the right balance between workload and control.
We demonstrate a variety of patterns generated by our method over target domains with different topological and geometrical properties. We have conducted a pilot user study to evaluate and improve our design interface. We believe tile-based pattern design is a fruitful but under-explored direction, and hope our work can trigger potential future works.
In sum, the contributions of this paper include:
• The idea of employing tiles to design vector patterns with controllable appearance and structure; • A synthesis method to generate output patterns with desired quality, speed, and topology from input tile sets; • An interface design to help manually author patterns with intended aesthetic design and structural properties; • A prototype system evaluated by a formative user study and manufactured outputs.
PREVIOUS WORK
Rapid manufacturing. Rapid manufacturing has gained significant progress in various aspects. Our method relates to those generating repetitive patterns with printable topological and mechanical properties [Chen et al. 2017 [Chen et al. , 2016 Martínez et al. 2015; Panetta et al. 2015; Schumacher et al. 2015; Zehnder et al. 2016; Zhou et al. 2014] . These prior works mainly focus on fully automatic computation and provide user controls for structural instead of artistic purposes. Thus, instead of focusing on fully automatic computation, we recognize the importance of involving human decisions in the design process [Iarussi et al. 2015; Yoshida et al. 2015; Zehnder et al. 2016] , and have designed corresponding user interfaces and fast methods for interactive authoring and generation of manufacturable patterns.
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Xiaojun Bian, Li-Yi Wei, and Sylvain Lefebvre Pattern generation. Pattern design and synthesis has a long history in computer graphics, with predominating methods based on procedural [Ebert et al. 2002; Lagae et al. 2010 ] and data driven [Wei et al. 2009 ] principles. These methods have also been adopted for interactive design and generation of repetitive patterns [Kazi et al. 2014a,b; Lu et al. 2014; Xing et al. 2014] .
Tiling. Tiling has been shown as a promising methodology for efficient pattern generation. Intricate patterns can emerge as a combination of overall tiling structures [Grünbaum and Shephard 1986; Kaplan 2005; Kaplan and Salesin 2004] and content within individual tiles [Cohen et al. 2003; Guérin et al. 2016; Kopf et al. 2006; Lagae et al. 2008; Merrell 2007; Wachtel et al. 2014; Wei 2004; Yeh et al. 2013] .
Existing methods either focus on automatic generation of image texture tiles or specialized procedures for certain patterns. We aim to bridge this gap by providing tools and methods to produce general structured vector tile patterns considering both individual tile content and overall tiling structures. Appearance. A Wang tile set is a collection of square tiles with interior patterns [Cohen et al. 2003 ]. Each tile edge is assigned an id, often visualized by colors as in Figure 3a . To tile a given output domain, there can be no gaps or overlaps among tiles, and only tiles with identical edge ids can be adjacent to each other. By placing continuous patterns across shared edge ids in the input tile set, this rule can ensure continuous patterns in the output. The design parameters include number of ids for each vertical/horizontal edge and number of different tiles for each edge combination. For placing tiles in a raster-scan order, it suffices to have at least one tile for each north-west edge color combination [Cohen et al. 2003 ], although more options can increase output pattern diversity. A complete tile set with all possible edge combinations, as demonstrated in [Wei 2004 ], can facilitate order-independent random access for GPU texturing. Further variations such as corner tiling are discussed [Lagae and Dutré 2006] .
We represent all patterns in vector form. If the input exemplar is in rasterized form, we vectorize it first.
Topology. In addition to the aforementioned tiling rules for pattern appearance, we also encode topology information for each tile ensemble, which consists of a single connected set of tile(s) as exemplified in Figure 3b . These include: (1) boundary descriptor to indicate the distinctive topological component(s) within a tile ensemble that also touch its boundary with an open portal, (2) interior descriptor to indicate the number of internal components and holes which do not touch the ensemble boundary.
The boundary and interior descriptors contain all relevant topological information of a tile ensemble, and can be considered as a multi-dimensional extension of the 1D topology descriptor in [Zhou et al. 2014] . When merging multiple tile ensembles into a single one, simple rules can be devised to compute the joint descriptors. Specifically, we update the boundary descriptors of the merged components and the interior descriptor for the number of components and holes that do not touch the boundary. See Figure 3c for an example. This paves the foundation for our synthesis algorithm.
Synthesis
X X O Fig. 4 . Basic tiling using the input from Figure 3a to tile a 4 × 4 output. The output tiling has to obey the traditional Wang tiling process, for which adjacent tiles must have identical edge colors. A counter example is shown on the left. The synthesis algorithm also keeps track of the current output topology, and immediately backtracks when it becomes infeasible, such as the middle case (2 disjoint components) when we require the output to contain a single connected component. A valid output is shown on the right.
Basic tiling. Given an input tile set, it can be used to tile an output domain by simply adding one tile ensemble at a time. A simple approach for a rectangular output domain is to add tiles one by one in a scanline order [Cohen et al. 2003 ], but other variations can be easily devised, such as using a hash function for on-demand random access on a GPU [Wei 2004 ]. The only modification required is to update the combined topological information as in Section 3.1.
In the end of the tiling process, if the output ensemble satisfies the topological constraints (e.g. 1 connected component without any hole), we find our solution. If not, we backtrack similar to [Zhou et al. 2014] . We also backtrack immediately when the current ensemble is not possible to meet the topology constraint, e.g. already contains more holes than allowed. Examples are shown in Figure 4 . This approach suffices for domains containing a small number of tiles, but might take long time to converge for large domains or complex patterns.
Hierarchical tiling. We increase convergence rate of the basic tiling via a hierarchical method: synthesize groups of tiles from smaller to larger sizes, and for each level/resolution use only tiles at the immediate lower level with the next smaller sizes. The intuition is that it is easier and faster to synthesize a smaller group of tiles satisfying specific topological constraints.
Specifically, we perform the hierarchical tiling in a recursive fashion. Starting with the entire output domain; if it is small enough (e.g. no larger than 4 × 4), we perform basic tiling. Otherwise, we partition the output domain into equal sub-regions by splitting each dimension in the middle, and repeat the same process for each sub-region. The process is illustrated and exemplified in Figures 5 and 6 . We enforce the same topological constraints for each sub-region as for the whole output, e.g. one connected component as the most common application scenario. This greatly reduces the amount of backtracking for large/complex outputs, but also makes the output more likely to contain verbatim repetitions than the basic tiling, for which the same sub-regions can have arbitrary topological structures. Thus, we allow users to choose the smallest sub-region size (to avoid further partition) for trade-off between quality and speed.
We have noticed that this hierarchical tiling performs best with complete input tile sets, i.e. those with all possible edge combinations of tiles [Wei 2004 ].
Analysis
There are known methods to construct image texture tile sets via texture synthesis [Cohen et al. 2003; Kopf et al. 2006; Wei 2004] . However, no analogous solution exists for vector patterns consisting of general geometry curves and shapes. Similar to tile textures, the goal is to ensure that the tile patterns represent the input exemplars (as measured by bidirectional similarity [Simakov et al. 2008; Wei et al. 2008] ), and are consistent across matching tile boundaries. In addition, the tile set should be able to produce outputs with desired topological structures. In the 1D case, we extend [Zhou et al. 2014 ] to construct tile sets containing vector patterns. Their approach synthesizes a 1D pattern by solving for an optimal sequence of pieces copied from the input, using dynamic programming while tracking the output topology. To construct each tile of a 1D tile-set, we perform the same process, subject to tile edge boundary constraints. Specifically, we extend the "closed-curve" method in [Zhou et al. 2014 ], synthesizing in between the different 1D tile boundaries. For example, after the orange-green tile in Figure 7 is built, the red-orange tile can be constructed by starting from the red side and gradually sweeping to the orange side by using the existing orange-green tile as a fixed constraint. Each tile is thus a 1D sequence of pieces from the exemplar, starting and ending on one of the selected edges constraints (as shown in Figure 7b ). When a tile has the same colored edges (e.g. red-red), our method reduces to the closed-curve method in [Zhou et al. 2014] . These edge colors can be chosen randomly or specified by the user. To improve output quality and convergence speed, we iterate multiple combinations of 1D sweep directions, and produce multiple intermediate outputs at each step. [Wei 2004 ], upon which the users can draw directly. The UI provides hints (visualized as shadows) and automatically snaps patterns near the tile boundaries to help ensure continuity. Users can also click on the preview panel to see possible outputs. Please refer to the accompanying video for live actions.
After a tile set is constructed, the users can preview several tiling outputs. If they are not satisfied with the appearance or topology properties, they can restart the process with different random seeds. Results are shown in Figure 9 .
The aforementioned process can be extended to synthesize 2D tile sets. A first pass synthesizes a 1D tile set, under the additional constraint that each tile shares the same top/bottom edges (e.g. the horizontal red/green constraints in Figure 4 ). However, we have found that this approach might not produce compelling results in practice, or fails to find solutions, due to over-constraining the synthesis process. This motivated the need for a user interface to help artists directly design high quality tile-sets (Section 4).
AUTHORING
To produce patterns that are beyond automatic construction, we provide a simple user interface to manually author tiles (Figure 8 ). Users can start from an empty canvas, or load an existing tile set (e.g. computed by our automatic method in Section 3.3). They can draw new strokes, copy-paste vector patterns from other sources, or modify existing patterns. As a major difference between conventional and our drawing UI, every stroke drawn near a tile boundary has to be consistent across all other tiles with matching boundaries. To help ensure quality, consistency, and usability, our UI provides hints [Lee et al. 2011; Xing et al. 2014] for patterns drawn near the tile boundaries and automatically corrects patterns crossing tile boundaries.
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Hint. To help users draw, our UI displays existing patterns near tile boundaries as hints at all other tile boundaries with matching tile edges [Cohen et al. 2003 ]. The hints are drawn like shadows [Lee et al. 2011; Xing et al. 2014 Xing et al. , 2015 with full opacity at the tile edges and gradually fade away towards the tile centers to reflect the strength of the tiling constraints. Specifically, patterns crossing tile boundaries need to be compatible with one another while patterns at tile interiors can have more freedom to be distinct.
These hints are automatically updated in sync with user editing. Users can tune the shadow intensity depending on their preferences.
Correction. To maintain pattern continuity, such as G 0 for stroke positions and G 1 for stroke directions, our UI can automatically snap or correct the patterns drawn near tile boundaries [Fernquist et al. 2011 ] via geometry deformations [Zhou et al. 2014] . Users can accept, ignore, or edit these auto corrected results similar to [Xing et al. 2014 [Xing et al. , 2015 .
Preview. The tile set under the main canvas already provides a valid albeit small sample tiling output. To help visualizing larger outputs, our system can quickly generate different outcomes via our fast synthesis method. Users can edit the outputs directly to see the changes automatically propagated back to the source tile sets and matching tiles in the current output. Figure 9 shows 1D results with both automatically analyzed and manually drawn tile sets. Figures 1, 10 and 11 show sample 2D results produced by our system. The tile sets are manually drawn by users via our authoring interface. The outputs are produced by our hierarchical tiling method with minimal threshold 4×4 tiles. As shown, our method can be applied for simple repetitive patterns that are suitable for automatic analysis, as well as more complicated structural ornamental patterns that are more suitable for manual authoring.
RESULTS
Patterns produced by our method can also be manufactured in various fashions, such as laser cutting or paper printing, as shown in Figures 2 and 12 . In particular, in addition to tiling a rectangular 2D planar domain, our method can also tile any subset of a 2D domain, such as faces of a cube or poly-cube [Fu and Leung 2005; Tarini et al. 2004 ]. All we need to do is to ensure compatible Wang tile edges across all tiles adjacent not only in the 2D representation but also the 3D structure (e.g. an assembled box). 
User Study
We have conducted a formative user study to evaluate our user interface and obtain feedbacks to improve its design and functionality. Procedure. We have recruited one experienced vector artist familiar with Adobe Illustrator and one novice user without much prior drawing experience. All tasks were conducted on a laptop with a Wacom tablet.
The study began with a warm-up session to introduce the overall system and user interface to the participants. We described various functionalities, and let the participants explore the interface and design simple tile patterns. The next step is to evaluate how participants can use our system to design target patterns. Specifically, the participants were instructed to draw tiles that can produce outcomes in singlyconnected components with patterns inspired by those targets.
The final step is to see how our system can be used for open-ended creation of tile patterns. We encouraged the participants to draw their desired tile patterns that can produce single-component outputs for manufacturing. They were encouraged to look up interesting patterns online and through design books if necessary. To allow enough time to get familiar with our UI and to create content, we let the participants play with our prototype for a few days instead of just hours or minutes as common in traditional user study.
Outcome. Overall, the participants commented that drawing tiles is very different from drawing traditional vector patterns due to the boundary and topology constraints. This difference took some time to adjust, but the participants managed to produce the desired patterns after gaining sufficient familiarity with our user interface.
Their feedbacks have helped us to improve the system in various aspects, as follows.
The auto-correct function can sometimes interfere with the drawing of small, detailed strokes. Our UI thus allows the tuning of the auto-correction strength to be proportional to the length of the strokes. Users can also turn on or off the auto correct depending on their preference and drawing progress.
Displaying tile boundaries under the main canvas can sometimes lead to the formation of patterns with obvious tiling nature, as users might feel inclined to follow the boundaries. We thus allow users to turn on or off the visualization of the tile boundaries, and instead rely on the hints to guide the drawing process.
In our initial design we visualized portals [Zhou et al. 2014] at tile borders where patterns cross. Even though this provides some guidance, the participants commented that it is still hard for them to anticipate how the newly drawn patterns will connect with the existing ones. That inspired us to provide hints visualized as shadows, which participants have found to greatly help their authoring process.
Performance
We measure the performance statistics of our method in Table 1 .
Manual authoring time ranges from minutes to hours depending on the complexity of the patterns and the experiences and skills of the users. All these were self-reported by the creators from their first attempts to draw the corresponding patterns. From their feedbacks, the majority of the time was spent on iterative trials-and-errors to obtain the best design balance between appearance and structure. Repeating the same target patterns after the first trial usually reduced the total authoring time significantly by 50% ∼ 75%. This is evident by comparing the UI segment in the accompany video, which was recorded on a second trial of the pattern in Figure 10a , and thus took much less time than the first trial.
The run-time tiling usually runs in the range of tens of milliseconds. From our experiments with varying output sizes, the hierarchical tiling algorithm has roughly linear complexity, whereas the basic tiling algorithm tends to have exponential complexity and might not terminate at all in some situations. 
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a tile-based pattern design method that can produce outputs with desired appearance patterns and topology structures suitable for rapid manufacturing. As future work, one could attempt to extend other topology control methods such as [Chen et al. 2016] for tile construction from elements.
The current tile sets have one tile per edge combination, even though our method can support multiple tiles per edge combination which tends to produce more diverse and less repetitive patterns.
Within the scope of this paper we focus on Wang tiles, but the exact tile type should be orthogonal to our basic methodology. A potential future direction is to explore other types of tiles, such as rhombs [Ostromoukhov et al. 2004] , polyominoes [Ostromoukhov 2007] , and tri-hex [Wachtel et al. 2014] , that may lead to better quality or more interesting patterns.
We have applied our tiling method over 2D planes and cube faces, but it can also be applied for other 2D domains such as poly-cube faces [Fu and Leung 2005; Tarini et al. 2004] . Extensions to higher dimensions are also possible, such as volumes [Lu et al. 2007 ], for which tiling can save even more memory and computation.
Our hierarchical tiling method applies the same topological constraints for each sub-region, which restricts the output topology to be self-recursive, such as containing no holes or consisting of a single connected component. Even though these suffice for almost all practical usage scenarios,
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Our current method considers only topology but should be largely orthogonal to and can thus be combined with other structural properties such as stress and compliance [Martínez et al. 2015; Umetani and Schmidt 2013; Zhou et al. 2013 ].
For very large or complex output patterns, our tiling method can generate the individual pieces and let users assemble them together. A potential future direction is to partition the printing process [Luo et al. 2012 ] tailored for repetitive patterns.
Our current UI prototype is implemented as a standalone system. We plan to integrate it as a plugin for common tools such as GIMP and Adobe Illustrator to broaden the potential user base. We also plan to conduct more user studies along with our prototype development.
Even though tile-based methods have been a core component in computer graphics [Lagae et al. 2008] , we believe tile-based design for vector patterns remains largely unexplored. We hope our work can trigger future works in this direction with potential applications in graphics, design, and manufacturing.
